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In memoriam

In memoriam:
Jock Young

William Stewart ‘Jock’ Young passed away on 16 November 2013 in New York City.1

He was the colleague and very good friend of many in the original group that set up
Punishment and Society and a great source of inspiration to the younger ones. We
thought a very good way to commemorate his memory and his innumerable contri-
butions would be to hear once more from his own voice. We were fortunate enough to
have the help in this of René van Swaaningen who, a few years ago, interviewed him –
an interview that was published, in Dutch, in the Netherlands-Flemish journal of
cultural criminology (Van Swaaningen, 2011).2 We are very grateful to René for
translating the interview into English for us and offering it to Punishment and Society
as a way to commemorate Jock jointly, for the interview covers so many elements of
his massive heritage to the field of criminology. Here is the interview.3

An interview with Jock Young

René van Swaaningen

I last saw Jock in April 2013 at the University of Kent at a common study session of
our joint international master’s programme, the ‘Common Study Programme in
Critical Criminology’, where students and staff from nine European and one US
university have been meeting twice a year at one of the participating universities
since the mid-1980s.4 In that time I have represented the Erasmus University
Rotterdam and Jock successively Middlesex, CUNY’s John Jay College and
Kent. Jock had just undergone hip surgery. He looked somewhat fragile
and pale, but in all other aspects it was absolutely the Jock I knew: quick-witted
and ironic, with a slightly roguish, expressive look. Sitting quietly in the hotel bar
with a glass of dry white wine, we had a rather serious, nocturnal conversation
about all the NDC comrades who had sadly passed away over the past year. I could
not have imagined then that Jock would be the next hero to ‘fall’.

RvS: You’ve been active in criminology for 40 odd years now. Generally, that
timespan is the perfect recipe for a routine ‘seen it all’ attitude. Yet, when I read
your recent work, I don’t sense that at all. You still seem much taken by what
you’re doing and by criminology as a discipline.
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JY: The most important thing is probably that criminology is about justice and
injustice in its crudest form. That subject matter is not at all suited for routine
pieces, for it touches upon what I see as the core of being human. A second thing
that drives me is an increasing irritation about the naı̈ve positivism that currently
dominates criminology. That is a real red rag to a bull for me. I have a background
in natural sciences, but I have always been astonished about the simplism with
which social scientists think they can apply methods from natural sciences to ana-
lyses of social processes. How can one ‘forget’ that our data are never as reliable
and our ‘laws’ never as absolute as in mathematics or physics and thus, that all our
figures merely represent some mock exactness? Yet, at the same time, these people
make enormous claims about the ‘truth’ and dominate the field: I find it both
irritating and harmful. For me, humour and anger are the most important ingre-
dients for a good piece of academic work. Those articles you have written because
you couldn’t say ‘no’ are hardly ever any good.

RvS: You started as an ethnographer in the late 1960s, which resulted in your book
The Drugtakers (Young, 1971). Later, you caused no less than three paradigmatic
revolutions. With The New Criminology (Taylor et al., 1973) critical criminology was
put firmly on the map. Around 1980 Left Realism emerged with militant book titles
such as Losing the Fight against Crime (Kinsey et al., 1986) and What Is to Be Done
about Law and Order? (Lee and Young, 1984). And over the last couple of years you
present yourself, with titles like The Vertigo of Late Modernity (Young, 2007) and
Cultural Criminology: An Invitation (Ferrell et al., 2008), as a cultural criminologist.
To what extent have you returned to the point you started at in the early 1970s?

JY: Let me start by saying that I don’t see these paradigmatic revolutions to be
honest. I primarily see continuity in my work. Of course there are changes in what
you write, because the time in which you write changes. The Drugtakers (Young,
1971) immediately was an enormous success. It emerged from my fieldwork in
Notting Hill, which then was the centre of everything that wanted to be hip in
London. The fact that young people who didn’t do any harm were permanently
arrested for inanities like using cannabis was the spark that set fire to the idea of
‘moral panics’. And, 1968 was the time anyway in which we – and that was actually
rather broadly shared among the population at large, and certainly among young
people – felt that ‘the authorities’ were completely wrong about their views of social
change and that criminologists should rather look from society into ‘police cars’
instead of looking from police cars into society as it was common place till then.
Today, I do feel closer to that spirit than I do to Left Realism, I must admit.

But, Left Realism emerged in a rather awkward time. At the national level we had,
around 1980, to face Margaret Thatcher’s zealotic conservatism, while at the same
time the red flag was raised in Britain’s major cities. Moreover, with the riots in
Brixton, the relation between citizens and the police had dropped below the freezing
point. As left-wing criminologists we had to develop an alternative policy perspec-
tive. In Britain’s major cities our comrades were in power and they asked us: ‘what
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must we do about crime?’ Often, that resulted in emotional debates. As academics,
we really felt obliged to answer their very concrete questions. There is a lot of
common sense in Left Realism: everybody understands that one mostly doesn’t
feel very happy in a crime-ridden neighbourhood – only very naı̈ve and idealistic
critical criminologists forgot about that in the late 1970s. But, I don’t see any para-
digm-shift here: in my chapter on ‘Working-class criminology’ (Young, 1975) from
our book Critical Criminology you can already see the contours of Left Realism.

The emergence of cultural criminology in the late 1990s is, in my opinion, primarily
a reaction to a spirit of the time in which neoliberalism had become the only available
flavour and globalisation had blown away people’s certainties in life and created new,
hybrid identities. In that era I rediscovered some old ‘acquaintances’, such as Charles
Wright Mills, who in his book The Power Elite (1956), criticised the corruption of
pluralist democracy in the United States in the days of McCarthy’s Cold War. In the
light of the current neoliberal straitjacket, in which the counting of publications has
become so much more important than actually reading them, that sounded so alarm-
ingly topical! Mills then was very critical of all these American academics who en
masse adapted to the demands of McCarthy and his accomplices among university
administrators. And: it is happening again! My God, how docile today’s academics
are, and criminologists in particular, towards all these managers, controllers and
assessors! Let us take Mills’ example when he, in The Sociological Imagination
(1959), outlines the relation between one’s own experience, the imagination to
change things and the structure in which this is to take place. It is actually quite telling
about our times that a claim to get back to the classics is currently interpreted as
subversive. Criminology, particularly in the United States, becomes increasingly poor
on theory. Why has the 1970s sociology of deviance, for example, virtually dis-
appeared from criminology, whereas it still has a very topical significance? Have
another look at Edward A. Thompson’s work on the self-structuring character of
social classes: it is so easily translatable to present-day cultural questions.

RvS: If I listen well, there are still quite some historic-materialist elements in
your cultural criminology. In general, cultural criminology is better seen as the heir
to the symbolic interactionist tradition, that was discarded by Al Gouldner in 1968,
as ‘zookeeping criminology’, because it was said to embrace every subcultural
‘tribe’ in western society, with a detailed description of their ‘rituals’, without
paying attention to their political claims. In 1994, Colin Sumner points, in his
book The Sociology of Deviance: An Obituary to the fact that new ‘tribes’ in west-
ern cultures were simply running dry and that the socially harmful effects of their
‘rituals of resistance’ were played down, as the main reasons why the sociology of
deviance has virtually disappeared. Isn’t that just as well a threat for cultural
criminology, if it continues to embrace so-called ‘edgework’ as graffiti spraying
or bungee jumping without paying any real attention to its political meaning?

JY: Losing out on this materialist side of the story is indeed a weak spot of
cultural criminology. British critical criminology shows a stronger tradition in
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this respect. Herewith I mainly think of the Birmingham School of Stuart Hall,
Tony Jefferson and Paul Willis: I feel very close to them now. But, we are speaking
about a very different era. Today’s cultural criminology is much more an anarchist
reaction to neoliberalism than a neo-Marxist explanatory framework of social
relations. In the USA there is a far stronger ethnographic tradition, think of the
work of Philippe Bourgois or Ilijah Anderson, that forms the basis of cultural
criminology. The risk of derailing into ‘zookeeping criminology’ is in the USA
far more real than in Britain.

RvS: To what extent does cultural criminology have a specific methodology?
Why are you always so hostile towards quantitative research?

JY: Methodology is rather overrated in present-day criminology. An academic
attitude is far more important than methodology. Most cultural criminological
studies are based in participant observation and ethnography. But also these quali-
tative scholars construct a certain vision of ‘reality’, suggesting a ‘meaning’ and a
‘coherence’ the data don’t necessarily prescribe. I would say we, as cultural crim-
inologists, should not imitate positivists in this respect, but give ample room to
contradictions and doubts. In this sense I am extremely in favour of naturalism and
empiricism. The problem does not lie in methodology, but rather in all those so-
called ‘hard facts’ that have pushed academic debate and reflection aside. If
Robert K. Merton would submit his famous 1938 essay ‘Social structure and
anomie’ today to the American Sociological Review it would very probably be
rejected because of a lack of hard evidence. I point my arrows so often at quan-
titative researchers, because they are mostly the ones who smother academic innov-
ations with such arguments; not because there is something wrong with their
methods as such. Good quantitative research can offer a lot of insight, but because
so many ‘quants’ act like cheerful robots, who are already perfectly happy if they
have been milking second or third rate datasets dry and have kicked in some open
doors, I say to their financiers: you’re wasting your money! Stop the blood supply
to these people! There probably is a reverse proportional relation between the
amount of research money and the social significance of the research. Howard
Becker once said: ‘You can do research in the back of a bus.’ You don’t need a
lot of money. Money to live and to buy a pen and a notebook is enough.

RvS: Does cultural criminology need to have any political or societal signifi-
cance according to you? When Left Realism emerged you felt that criminological
research should be policy-relevant. Do you still feel that way? And if so, which
audience(s) do cultural criminologists (have to) address?

JY: The social significance and policy relevance of cultural criminology lies,
before anything else, in the sociological understanding – in the sense of
‘Verstehen’ – of people’s motives and the way they give meaning to what they
are doing. Interpreting action in the framework of cultural developments and of
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the political economy of globalisation is most important in this respect. At the
same time, these phenomena are incredibly difficult to influence. A bit easier, but
not less necessary, is unmasking these endless piles of prediction studies and so-
called ‘best practices’ as the Emperor’s new clothes. It is really nonsense; a com-
plete waste of public money. Hit these criminologists where it hurts: cut off the
supply of money! Break the dominance of all these positivist advisers to funding
bodies for scientific research!

At the same time we will, however, have to accept that we will simply be less
influential than we were in the 1970s and 1980s. Despite all the rhetoric about
‘evidence-based’ policy making, scientific arguments currently play a much more
limited role in political decision making than 30 odd years ago. In that sense, the
left realist agenda is far less feasible today – except for Latin America maybe, where
the political wind really comes from a completely different direction than in
Western Europe or the United States and where, once again, our ‘comrades’ are
in high places. Alas, on this point I am far more pessimistic today than I was in the
1980s. I certainly think there are still many people of good will who work within
the police, the legal system or ministries, but the range within which they have to
operate has, with all that ‘target’ and ‘output’ fetishism, become much narrower.
There is much less space for civil servants to deviate from the party-line today.

Another ‘problem’ is that the crime figures are dropping: in times of economic
crisis moreover! This is all too often claimed as a success of neoliberal ‘get tough’
policies. If you take a closer look, this claim turns out to be quite unjustified, but it
is very difficult to convince the general public that the efforts of law enforcement
agencies have actually contributed very little to the crime drop in the western
world. The big political challenge for cultural criminologists is to demonstrate
that cultural developments are those that predominantly determine crime levels.
The neoliberal ‘have it all’ culture has caused the current economic crisis, but we
seem to have learned nothing from it. Street crime has dropped primarily because
gang wars have stopped: because the new service economy has broken down stereo-
typical ideas on ‘manliness’ and its purposes; because the public domain has fem-
inised altogether; because most young people rather adhere to a value pluralism
than to the traditional thinking in terms of ‘us-against-them’ and the accompany-
ing criminogenic othering. . . These are the things, I think, that we should be
pointing at.

RvS: Who have been the most significant people in the development of your own
criminological thinking?

JY: The older I get, the more interested I become in biographies. Someone’s
academic work becomes so much more interesting when you know how someone
has lived. Today, I think in a much more appreciative, positive way about a great
many theorists I have criticised in my younger years, for example in The New
Criminology (Taylor et al., 1973). The first ‘significant other’ that comes to mind
is Charles Wright Mills – for the reasons I mentioned before. The subversive
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attitude and the imagination he embodies is today more needed than ever. I have
tried to capture this in my latest book The Criminological Imagination (Young,
2011). Second, I need to pay my tribute to Robert K. Merton. Al Gouldner has,
already in the 1970s, opened my eyes to the political Merton. Merton’s reinterpret-
ation of Durkheim’s idea of anomie is much more Marxist than most people real-
ise. Merton’s lessons lie at the basis of The Exclusive Society (Young, 1999) and I
have described his significance for cultural criminology in ‘Merton with energy,
Katz with structure’ (Young, 2003). Third, I would like to mention David Matza.
He perfectly understood the limitations of a pathological and static vision of delin-
quency and was one of the first to point at the role of romance and anger in the
understanding of crime. Matza and the subcultural criminologists of the 1950s and
1960s are so much more interesting than the textbook versions of their work sug-
gest. Cultural criminologists should really re-read their classics and bring crimino-
logical research back into the heart of sociology.

Notes

1. For a short biographic statement on Jock see Hayward (2010).

2. The interview was conducted on 23 November 2010 in Jock’s office at John Jay’s

College of Criminal Justice, City University of New York. René’s notes were in

Dutch and he reworked and translated them into English for this occasion, basing

himself on the original notes.

3. Thanks to Giulia Fabini for her editorial assistance.

4. See http://commonstudyprogramme.wordpress.com/ Here you can also find a his-

tory of the programme from my hand.
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